Is your 5-year old child ready for school?

Greetings from World Bank and Save the Children.
Save the Children Japan, Mongolia Program along with the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
have started to implement a project entitled “Improving Primary Education Outcomes for the Most
Vulnerable Children in Rural Mongolia”, funded and administered by the World Bank. In order to support
herder families to nurture and develop their children’s intellectual and cognitive skills and to prepare
their children to school in home-based environment, the project has developed the “You are a Teacher”
handbook for parents and the “I Can Do It” handbook for children as well as a “Child Development
Notebook”.
A mobile book and toy library entitled “My Book Palace” is established and fully operating at each target
soum in order to deliver comprehensive education services directly.
You can look up all the required information regarding this newly initiated, comprehensive education
service for families.
With those developed handbooks, you will be able to acquire detailed information on how to support
your child’s development in a home-based environment, how to prepare your child for school, what
knowledge your child is going to receive and what your responsibilities will be.
Since you will be your child’s first teacher, try to make time for your child as much as possible. Please note
that every minute you spend with your child should be accounted for.
We sincerely hope that the new initiative on preparing children for school in a home-based environment
and allowing parents and care-takers to nurture children’s development and disci pline them, will benefit
you and your precious children.
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DEAR PARENTS, PLEASE READ THE
FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS VERY CAREFULLY.
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO PREPARE 5-YEAR
OLD CHILDREN FOR SCHOOL?
THOUGH WE’RE FACED WITH THE CHALLENGES BELOW:

Limited access to formal Early Childhood Education (ECE) during their most crucial
time for development;
Limited access to soum kindergartens;
Limited sources of books and toys that meet with their needs and interests;
Children’s hands not yet adapted to writing;
Lack of communication with other people aside from their families;
Shyness and self-consciousness around other people;

PLEASE BE REMINDED THAT YOUR
CHILD IS BRIGHT AND SMART.
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THUS, LET’S WORK TOGETHER TO PREPARE
YOUR PRECIOUS SON/DAUGHTER TO SCHOOL.
WHAT IS THE HOME-BASED SCHOOL PREPARATION PROGRAM?

The “YOU ARE A TEACHER”
handbook for parents,

The “I CAN DO IT” handbook
developed for children,

Digital lessons for your child.

Listening lesson for parents (Only available for
parents who are illiterate or facing some trouble
with reading the parents’ handbook),

THE COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING MATERIALS OF THE HOME-BASED SCHOOL
PREPARATION PROGRAM LISTED ABOVE WILL HELP YOU EVERY DAY.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARENTS ON HOW TO USE THE
“YOU ARE A TEACHER” HANDBOOK:
Please partici pate in one-day training at the soum center before enrolling your child in this
program.
Please read pages 3-8 in your handbook carefully.
After that, please read the instructions on page 11 and evaluate your child’s development
properly.
Please support and encourage your child through each lesson as given in the instruction and
methodology.
After completing the first ten days of lessons, please complete the assessment on “Evaluate
your children through observation” and write down any overall improvements of your child.
A teacher at the soum center will visit your family quarterly to monitor your child’s
improvement and provide you with required guidance and assistance.
Try to arrange your regular chores and make time when teacher visits your home quarterly.
Do not hesitate to contact the teacher and Community Education Council (CEC) member
when you need assistance and methodological support to work with your children. They will
be happy to help you.
Do not forget to bring the “I Can Do It” handbook, “You’re a Teacher” handbook and “Child
Development Notebook” on the first day of school and hand them to your child’s teacher.
By receiving the above materials, it will be much easier for the teacher to work with you.
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How do you contribute and partici pate
in home-based school preparation of
your child?
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STEP 1

Partici pate in introductory training at the soum center.
Visit “My Book Palace” at the soum center and take the book and toy package.
Assess your child’s school preparedness level in accordance with the given guidelines
Receive the “Child Development Notebook” from the librarian and start working on it.
Spend 30-60 minutes a day, 3-4 times a week with your child.

Contact the soum’s teacher once a week for additional guidance and instructions.

STEP 2

Visit “My Book Palace” again after using one book and toy package for 14-21 days and take
a new one.
Bring the “Child Development Notebook” when you visit soum center to change the package
and receive guidance and instructions from the teacher.
Bring drawings or other creations of your child to the soum center and display them in “My
Book Palace”.

Collect all drawings and creations of your child while partici pating in the home-based school
preparation program and “My Book Palace”.

STEP 3

Write down all improvements and changes in your child in the “Child Development
Notebook”.
Partici pate in Children’s day activities on June 1st.
Bring “I Can Do It” handbook, “You’re a Teacher” handbook and “Child Development
Notebook” on the first day of school and hand them to your child’s teacher.
Finally, you’ll be proud to see how well your child is prepared for school like other children.
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“MY BOOK PALACE”
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Your dearest partner to prepare your child for school in a home-based
environment.

“MY BOOK PALACE”
WHERE IS IT
LOCATED?

At the soum center’s library.

WHAT’S INSIDE
OF IT?

A book and toy corner contains total of 30
packages of 10 different types.

WHO IS
RESPONSIBLE
FOR IT?

The librarian of the soum school and CEC.

WHEN DO
YOU VISIT?

It’s always open for parents and children.
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WHAT’S INSIDE OF
“MY BOOK PALACE”?

1
2
3

A total of 10 different types of book and toy packages. Each
package consists of 10 books and 3 toys. Your child will use a
total of 100 books and 30 toys after completing all packages.

A child-friendly space with tables and chairs for children and
corner for children’s drawing and creations. Book and toy
package usage tracking table is also available.

100 books and 30 different types of intellectual toys are displayed
for children and parents to play with.

You’re most welcome to partici pate in the program and take a book and toy package to your home
and bring it back within 14-21 days. Please try to teach your child how to use the books and toys
cleanly and neatly.
When you bring back the used package to the library, please ensure that all books and toys are
complete and clean. Since it will be a great time to meet with the teacher and CEC members do not
forget to bring your “Child Development Notebook” to assess your child’s improvement together.
Thus, it’ll help you to receive required guidance and methodological instructions on working with
your child. After that you’ll receive the next book and toy package and related methodological
instructions.

You and your family are now linked with a whole new activity by taking
out the book and toy package.
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You can prepare your child for school in a home-based environment.
It’s not just another project.
It has to show result and benefit to your child.

WHAT IS THE

PACKAGE

?

THERE IS AN
OUTER STICKER
ON EACH BOX

“MY BOOK PALACE”
Toy and book package № 1
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WHAT’S INSIDE OF A BOOK AND TOY PACKAGE?
THERE ARE 10 DIFFERENT TYPES OF PACKAGES, WITH 3 TOYS AND 10 BOOKS IN
EACH PACKAGE.

THE OUTER STICKER ON EACH BOOK AND TOY PACKAGE IDENTIFIES THE
CONTENTS. THE INTRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TOYS AND
BOOKS IN THE PACKAGE ARE INSIDE THE BOX WHEN YOU OPEN IT.
INSTRUCTIONS ARE DESIGNED AS BELOW:
•

A PICTURE WITH THE CONTENT OF EACH BOOK IS INCLUDED IN THE
INSTRUCTION PART.

•

A PICTURE WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH TOY IS INCLUDED AS WELL.
THUS, READ IT TO YOUR CHILD BEFORE STARTING TO PLAY WITH THEM.
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EXAMPLES OF SOME TOYS INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE:

Name of the toy

Geometric 7

Instructions on how to play with it

Children will create new geometric
shapes by using 7 shapes that are
given.
•

Children will be able to
learn colors and geometric
shapes.

Children will put bananas in both
hands of the monkey in equal
number.
Balance monkey

•

Children will acquire basic
numeracy skill.

•

Children will get basic
understanding on weight
measurement.
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Name of the toy

Instructions on how to play with it

IQ pyramid

Children have to form up to 100
different types of shapes that are
given in the instruction book.

Who is this?

Children have to solve simple
puzzles by matching clothes and
explaining what the people do,
based on their clothes.
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EXAMPLES OF SOME BOOKS INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE:
Name of the book

Content of the book

“Colorful snow”

Aside from getting to know different
types of colors, children will learn
to love and sympathize with animals.

Children will receive invaluable
knowledge on traditional ways of
“Herder’s Household” living, dairy products, the benefits
of livestock and the regular chores
of herders

“A Rabbit and an
Elephant”

A story on friendshi p between an
elephant and a rabbit. The elephant
will help the rabbit who is in a
trouble.
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EXAMPLES OF BOOKS AND TOYS INCLUDED IN
THE PACKAGE:
Package #9
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Name of the toy

Instruction of the toy

Who is this?

Children have to solve simple puzzles by matching clothes and
explaining what the people do, based on their clothes.

Matching game

Catching a fish?

This consists of 2 fishing rods and 10 different types of fish.
2 children play it together and compete on who catches more fish.

Beetle – magnet game

Children have to move a given ball through a beetle –shaped road
by using a magnetized pencil.

Wooden house with numbers

This consists of different types of colored shapes and numbers.
Children have to put the shapes inside the house by finding the
same shaped pattern.
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Examples of books included in the package:
№
1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of the book

Brief introduction

Lives of plants from
“Why?” series for children

Make children couple with their clothes. Talk about
occupations of the children.
There are two fishing rods and ten fish. Player has to
“Caterpillar”
catch fish.
Balkhuu broke a glass while trying to eat a cookie
“Balkhuu confesses the truth”
and he hid it from his mother. At the end of the story
he’ll confess his wrong-doing and regret it.
This book tells children to be friendly to each other,
say “thank you”, not make fun of each other, not take
other people’s belongings without their consent,
“Appropriate behaviors – 1”
greet other people, use napkins when sneezing, not
disturb other people and ask forgiveness for their
wrong-doings.
This book tells children about different types of
“I love animals” from the
animals through adventures of a puppy named
“Spotty” sequels for children
“Spotty”.
“Strange plant” from the children’s This book tells a story about a kingdom that is full of
encyclopedia series
giant trees, grass and flowers.
This book tells a story about how animals adapt to
“A Kangaroo Who Loves Nature Dearly”
their environment and how they love nature dearly.
“The Rabbit” from stories about the happy This book teaches children to be patient and think
woods series for children
carefully before making any decisions.
“Dreams of White” from the cat family This book teaches children how environment and
stories series for children
seasons change due to weather conditions.
This book tells a story about a brave mare as she tries
“A White Mare”
its best to protect her foal and dies in the end.
This book tells a story of how a stubborn wolf almost
“A Stubborn Wolf”
died because he chose to chase a much bigger
animal than himself.
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO TO UTILIZE THE BOOK AND TOY PACKAGE WHILE
PREPARING YOUR CHILD FOR SCHOOL IN A HOME-BASED ENVIRONMENT?

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARENTS:
• ALWAYS TRY TO MAKE QUALITY TIME FOR YOUR CHILD AND YOURSELF.
• CLEAN AND MAINTAIN THE BOOKS AND TOYS IN EACH PACKAGE AND RETURN
THEM IN GOOD SHAPE.
• TEACH YOUR CHILD HOW TO USE AND MAINTAIN THE BOOKS AND TOYS IN
CLEAN AND NEAT WAY.
• VISIT “MY BOOK PALACE” 1-2 TIMES IN A MONTH TO CHANGE BOOK AND TOY
PACKAGES AND RECEIVE GUIDANCE AND INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE LIBRARIAN,
TEACHER AND CEC MEMBERS.
• DISSEMINATE THE POSITIVE RESULTS AND IMPROVEMENT OF YOUR CHILD TO
OTHER HERDER FAMILIES WHO ARE NOT AWARE OF “MY BOOK PALACE”.
• WORK CLOSELY WITH THE LIBRARIAN AND CEC MEMBERS ON MAINTAINING
EXISTING BOOK AND TOY PACKAGES AND INCREASING THE NUMBER OF BOOKS
AND TOYS.
• ALWAYS USE THE “CHILD DEVELOPMENT NOTEBOOK” TO TRACK IMPROVEMENTS
AND CHANGES IN YOUR CHILD.
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WORK PLAN FOR PARENTS
AT THE THE SOUM CENTER:
•

Attend the “My Book Palace” opening activity which is designed to prepare herders’
5-year old children who have limited access to ECE and school. Receive complete
information about the home-based school preparation program.

•

Assist teachers and CEC members to conduct initial and final evaluations of your child
and write down all changes and improvements.

•

Sign the contract with CEC and the librarian to use the book and toy packages at home.

•

After receiving complete information on how to use the book and toy packages, it’s
allowed to take a package to your home.

•

Set the duration for how many days to use each book and toy package, since the book
and toy packages are used on lease basis.

•

Be responsible for the completeness and maintenance of the books and toys of each
package.

AT HOME:
•

Open each book and toy package with your children and talk with them about what’s
inside the box. Explain and read the package instructions to your child and make
sufficient time to work with your child.

•

Spend at least 20 minutes a day to read the storybooks and talk with your child afterwards.

•

Create an environment for your child to play with the toys.

•

Teach your child how to read storybooks neatly and to respect other children who are
going to use the package later.

•

Bring all the drawings and creations of your child that he/she drew while using the book
and toy packages to “My Book Palace”.
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YOUR EXPERIENCE:
•

Observe how your child is using each book and toy package and write down any changes and
improvements. Share your experiences with teachers, CEC member and other parents.

•

Maintain regular mobile communication with CEC members and teachers and call them in
case you have question or if you need methodological assistance.

•

Contact information:
The soum’s CEC secretary……………………..
The soum’s mentor teacher…………………..
The Field Coordinator of Save the Children………………………………….

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARENTS ON HOW TO USE THE STORYBOOKS
INCLUDED IN THE BOOK AND TOY PACKAGES
• Try to spend at least 20 minutes in a day to read storybooks with your child. It’ll help your
child to get acquainted with the alphabet and the drawings of the storybook.
• Try to act out as you read the storybook with your child and try to involve other
members of family into the reading. It will attract your child’s attention and he/she will
be interested in continued reading. For example, try to imitate animal sounds as you
read the storybooks.
• Try to talk with your child about the events in the storybook and ask your child what she/
he thinks about the story.
• Ask your child to draw pictures about the storybook that you’ve read and ask her/him to
explain the drawing afterwards.
•

It’s important to nurture your child’s interest in reading thus, try not to spend too much time as
it may bore her/him.

• Help your child to draw and make creations from the book that you’ve read together with
her/him.
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INSTRUCTION FOR PARENTS ON HOW TO USE THE TOYS
INCLUDED IN THE BOOK AND TOY PACKAGE
•

Create space for your child to play with the toys freely by clearing off the table or make
certain space in your home.

•

Keep the toys separated from any type of food.

•

Teach your child to tidy up the toys after he/she finishes playing.

•

Your child will follow how you behave at home; so be organized and help your child to tidy
up the toys.

•

Teach your child how to play with toys neatly and respect other children who are
going to use the package later.

•

When your child insists on doing certain activities alone, let him/her do it.

•

Try to give small chores and easy tasks to your child such as asking for help with
wi ping the toys.

PLEASE NOTE THAT:
It’s wrong to put aside the package and not allow your child to read books and play with toys
from the package because the toys are expensive and you think you will have to pay for them
if your child breaks them.
Instead, teach your child how to read books and play with toys in a proper way. Then your
child will be able to learn the proper attitude to use books and toys in future.
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CONTRACT WITH PARENTS
Mrs/Mr .................... of ................................... soum ………………………… aimag’s CEC on
behalf of one side, Mrs./Mr ……………. of .....................soum ................... aimag and father/mother/
caretaker of ............................................. (registration number ..................) from the other side have
agreed to sign on this contract as of ………..
The main purpose of this contract is to define roles and responsibilities of both sides related to
use of the book and toy package of “My Book Palace” and to prepare the child for school in a
home-based environment.
Responsibilities of the school librarian and CEC:
1. To be responsible for daily activities of “My Book Palace” and lease out the book and toy
packages to families and ensure their full operation.
2. To monitor book and toy package usage of families and provide them with required guidance
and instruction.
3. To guide and monitor the librarian’s daily activities and provide them with required assistance.
4. To ensure the sustainability of “My Book Palace” and report its activities to the community.

Responsibilities of parents:
1. To sustain close partnershi p with CEC by making mobile communication regularly.
2. To help the child to keep the books and toys clean by creating a designated table or space.
3. To observe and write all the improvement and changes in the child.
4. To mobilize around 20 minutes for their children daily.
5. To bring back and take out the new packages in accordance with the dates agreed upon.
6. To pay 3 times more than the actual cost of the package, In case of losing the book and toy
package.
Signed by:
On behalf of CEC…………………………….
Parent/Caretaker…………………………………….
Librarian………………………………….
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR “MY BOOK PALACE” ACTIVITIES? WHOM
SHOULD PARENTS WORK TOGETHER WITH?
Soum school librarians and members of CEC are responsible for the operation of My Book Palace. This
activity will be successful with the cooperation of many counterparts including soum CEC, soum education
organization, soum authorities and Save the Children field office.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PERSON IN CHARGE OF “MY BOOK PALACE” ACTIVITIES:

1

To receive 5-year old children of herder families to participate in the program
each year;
To conduct baseline evaluation on each child who is participating in the
program;
To sign a contract with parents;
To be the closest mentor to parents and children;

2

To introduce book and toy package to parents and give new book and toy
package when they return the previous ones;
To conduct baseline assessment on all 5-year old children who are
participating in “My Book Palace”;
To collect children’s drawings and creations and operate an exhibition
corner at “My Book Palace”;
To collect and compile findings on book and toy package usage and report
it respectively to Save the Children’s field office;

3

To conduct a final evaluation of each child after completion of all 10 set of
book and toy packages;
To compile all assessments and develop average findings and conclude the
final impact;
To document success stories of children and parents and present them to
the Community Education Council.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMUNITY EDUCATION COUNCIL:

To conduct a survey on 5-year old children who can participate in the school
preparation program at soum level;

1

To organize all activities for children and parent in “My Book Palace” and the
school preparation program;
To work close with trainer teachers and provide them with support and
assistance on the school preparation program;
To support and provide assistance to parents on conducting trainings and
discussion sessions;

2

To support and work closely with the librarian;
To conduct a baseline evaluation of children with the librarian;

To monitor and evaluate changes and improvements in children and
organize activities to support and motivate parents and children;

3

To conduct a final evaluation of each child after he/she has completed
using all 10 set of book and toy packages;
To compile findings of the evaluation, determine the evaluation average
and conclude overall improvements;
To organize activities to disseminate project outcomes and project related
information at the local level.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF SAVE THE CHILDREN’S FIELD OFFICE:

1

To work closely with librarians and CEC member to organize “My Book
Palace” opening ceremonies and other activities;
To provide stakeholders with methodological assistance and support to
disseminate project implementation and outcomes;
To work close with Community Education Councils at target soums and
provide them with support and methodological assistance;

2

To compile baseline and final evaluation findings and report them to the
project head office in UB, the education and culture departments and
other target soums;
To implement initiatives and activities for improving children’s
development with collaboration of parents;
To conduct monitoring activities and compile findings and information from
target soums;

3

To evaluate children’s improvements at aimag level and disseminate good
methodologies and practices;
To document and disseminate best practices.
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DOCUMENTS THAT NEED TO BE CONDUCTED AND RECORDED BY THE
LIBRARIAN AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION COUNCIL
In order to set appropriate routines for “My Book Palace” and support children and herder families,
the librarian and Community Education Council of each soum have responsibilities over daily
activities of the library as they play a crucial role in ensuring sustainability and full operation of
“My Book Palace” at target soums even after the project has finished.
All children are welcome at “My Book Palace” to read the books and play with toys that are available
at the soum center. The main responsibility of the librarian is to provide guidance and methodological
assistance at the soum center, not only to herders but also to other families with 5-year old children
when they come to the library to exchange packages and seek further support and instruction:
•

To organize a “My Book Palace” opening ceremony every year for herders’ 5-year old children
who have limited or no access to ECE;

•

To work closely with the Community Education Council within “My Book Palace” related
activities such as organizing an opening ceremony, conducting baseline assessments,
finalizing contracts with parents and giving out the first book and toy packages to parents
and children. A survey of children who are going to partici pate in the program should be
conducted by CEC;

•

To work closely with herder families and provide them with required instructions and
assistance; to always keep 2 sets of book and toy package at “My Book Palace” and make
sure that 100 books and 30 toys are ready for children to use.

•

To consult with children and parents how well they used the previous package and give
guidance and instruction based on the parents notes in the “Child Development Notebook”.

•

To ensure the cleanliness and good quality of used packages and give guidance and instruction
on how to use book and toy package in an appropriate way.

•

To ensure close relations with parents, the Community Education Council and Save the
Children’s field offices.
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BOOK AND TOY PACKAGE USAGE TRACKING INFORMATION
Instructions: When parents come to “My Book Palace” to take their next package, do not forget to collect
drawings and other creations and monitor how parents have filled out information related with 1st package
in the “Child Development Notebook”. The librarian or CEC member has to make an evaluation after
consulting with parents and looking at the parents’ assessment and provide parents with additional support
and instructions.
After the evaluation session with parents, librarians should write down their evaluation marks on the book
and toy package usage tracking table with appropriate colors.
A report on book and toy package usage has to be sent to Save the Children’s field office at the respective
aimag on a quarterly basis.

TRAINING MATERIALS THAT ARE GOING TO BE USED WHEN
PREPARING 5-YEAR OLD CHILDREN FOR SCHOOL
№

Types of learning material

1.

Colored pencils

2.

Drawing book

3.

Pens or pencils

4.

Colored paper

5.

Eraser

6.

Scissor

7.

Glue

8.

Pencil sharpener

9.

Notebook

10.

Highlighter

11.

Plastic clay
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GUIDELINE FOR ASSESSMENT TOOLS OF CHILDREN WHO ARE
PARTICIPATING IN THE SCHOOL PREPARATION PROGRAM
Sequence on conducting evaluation:
1. Prepare the assessment tool sheet with the number of children.
2. Conduct a meeting with each child and his/her family and create a calming and convenient
environment for them.
As a preparation session before the evaluation, please do following exercises together with the child
and her/his family before starting the evaluation:
Exercise 1: First, introduce yourself and ask the child about his/her name and family members.
Encourage him/her to talk more.
Exercise 2: Ask the child to name some main shapes that he/she knows. Prepared shapes
can be used or ask about the shapes of items in the house.
Exercise 3: Ask the child to name the animals that he/she knows. Also ask about the 12 animals of
the year from his/her answers.
Exercise 4: Ask the child which is the left hand and which is the right hand.
Exercise 5: Ask the child how many fingers he/she has. Ask the child to count with you.
Exercise 6: Ask the child whether she/he reads storybooks with his/her parents. Ask him/her what
kind of storybooks she/he has read. Prepared storybooks can be used to show and talk
with the child.
Exercise 7: Ask the child whether she/he washes his/her face and brushes her/his teeth in the
morning. Ask them to demonstrate it with you.
Exercise 8: Ask the child if she/he likes to wash her/his hands. Ask why, when and how often.
Exercise 9: Ask the child if he/she likes to do physical exercises.
3. During the assessment, be sure to give the child enough time to answer your questions.
4. If the child can’t understand the questions, you can ask further questions to help. Given answers
to these question will worth less as others told the answers to the child.
5. On the assessment form, mark your points on each of the 13 question as you proceed to ask
the child questions. Each question should be marked between 1-3 points. Every question that
the child successfully answered will be marked for 3 points. 2 point should be given for the
questions that she/he got with other people’s help and 1 point should be given for the questions
that she/he was not able to answer.
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Notes for teachers: Since it’s an evaluation process, you don’t have to tell the evaluation results to
parents. However, try to encourage parents when their child is improved. Be careful not to judge and
criticize them even when their child hasn’t improved much. Encourage and support all children and
parents. Try to strengthen and continue the trainings for parents and ask parents to help each other by
sharing their experiences. Also, try to strengthen the partnershi p between teachers, guiding teachers,
and community education council by conducting trainings and giving advices to parents.
Baseline and final evaluation tools
Instruction: Tool A should be used for the baseline evaluation and tool B should be used for the final
evaluation. In order to compile the result, both tools should be compared. On the form below, 13 questions
are used to define a child’s skill level for school preparedness. On the last column of the toolkit, average
time that parents spent with their children is included.
А. BASELINE ASSESSMENT TOOL
.............................aimag ……………………………..soum

Average time spent together with
their child?

Total points

Does she/he do physical exercises?

Does she/he wash her/his hands
regularly?

Does she/he know how to brush
her/his teeth?

Does she/he use a napkin regularly?

Does she/he use color pencils to
draw?

Can she/he hold scissors to cut?

How many new songs has she/he
learned?

Can she/he answer questions about
a storybook?

Can she/he count between 0-10?

Does she/he have knowledge about
direction?

Can she/he name all 12 animals of
the year?

Does she/he know three main
geometric shapes?

Can your child tell his/her full
name, age and animal of birth year?

№

Name of children

Date:

1
2
3
4
5
Assessment conducted by: ..........................
Community Education Council member:..........................................................
Kindergarten teachers and national trainers should conduct assessments before child starts to use the book
and toy packages. Those assessments will be considered as “baseline assessments”.
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B. FINAL ASSESSMENT TOOL
............................. aimag …………………………….. soum

Average time spent together with
their child?

Total points

Does she/he do physical exercises?

Does she/he wash her/his hands
regularly?

Does she/he know how to brush
her/his teeth?

Does she/he use a napkin regularly?

Does she/he use color pencils to
draw?

Can she/he hold scissors to cut?

How many new songs has she/he
learned?

Can she/he answer questions about
a storybook?

Can she/he count between 0-10?

Does she/he have knowledge about
direction?

Can she/he name all 12 animals of
the year?

Does she/he know three main
geometric shapes?

Can your child tell his/her full
name, age and animal of birth year?

№

Name of children

Date:

1
2
3
4
5

After completing all 10 different type book and toy packages, assessment will be taken again and will
be considered as a final evaluation. Baseline assessment and final assessment will be compared to track
down each child’s improvement percentage and average improvement of all children at soum level and
national level.
Evaluation conducted by: .............................................................................
Community Education Council member:..........................................................
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SCHOOL PREPARATION PROGRAM AND ASSESSMENT TOOL TO TRACK DOWN IMPROVEMENT
IN CHILDREN WHO PARTICIPATED IN “MY BOOK PALACE”.
Aimag:				
Soum:
Leader of Community Education Council
								
Date:
Instruction:
This tool shall be used to compile all the data on children who have partici pated in the 96-day school
preparation program and “My Book Palace” and record the improvement of each child.
The Community Education Council and national trainers at each target soum will be responsible for
identifying the final results of the “School preparation program for herders’ 5-year old children who have
limited or no ECE” within that school year.

№

Name and date of
birth of child

Sex

Number of
book and toy
packages she/
he completed

Average time spent
on school preparation
activities weekly
Before the
program

After the
program

Result of child development evaluation
Average rate
of baseline
assessment

Average
rate of final
evaluation

Average rate
of comparison

1
2
Number of families who have
spent more than 4
hours in a week

DOCUMENTATION TOOL TO TRACK DOWN SUCCESS STORIES OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Improvement and changes in children and their families through school preparation program activities
can be used to document success stories of children. This tool can be used as a best practice to illustrate
actual results and improvements.
Instructions:
What kind of examples should be considered as success stories?
• A case that has clear goals and actual changes and improvements in terms of achieving those goals;
• A certain methodology that works well to improve children’s results;
• When a community and other people are aware of that case;
• A case that is suitable for disseminating to other soums;
• A case that identifies local special features and needs of beneficiaries;
• A case where local the community has fully contributed their own resources;
• A case that is the most cost efficient.
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The librarian and Community Education Council at each soum will be responsible for operating this tool
by using the questions below. Selection of the best practices of each soum shall be done after compiling
the results of individual interviews with children, parents, teachers and representatives of the community.
Related photos and documents should be attached to each case.
Aimag:					Soum: 					 Date:
A brief introduction of the child and his/her family,
including their full names and address

An introduction to the success story of the child

Examples of actual findings and improvements in the
child and his/her family

What new things has the child learned?

What changes have happened to the herder family?

Feedback and comments of parents

Attached drawings and other creations of the child

Information on who prepared the findings and
examples
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Children’s drawings and training materials that kindergarten teachers and primary teacher have created
together will be added to “My Book Palace”. The Community Education Council shall be responsible for
supporting teachers’ initiatives by selecting the best training materials that teachers made using recycled
items and promoting the local community to donate books and toys to the library.
“My Book Palace” shall become the school preparation resource center of each target soum in the
future.
Different methods and initiatives including organizing competitions and public events can be
implemented and utilized every year for the school preparation program for 5-year old children.
Each target soum not only has to utilize its local resources but also has to implement and
disseminate activities compatible with local features and needs. Documenting and disseminating
these kind activities will be a great tool to attract more donors, supporters and partners.
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DEVELOPMENT FEATURES OF 5-YEAR OLD CHILDREN
Physical development
The average weight of male children at this age is around 17, 6-19, 5кg. For female children
it is around 17, 3-18, 6 кg. Average height differs from 105-111 cm for male and 105-110 cm
for female. Children at this age like to play games that require speed, endurance and patience.
Intellectual development
Children at this age already know certain information about their family, home and surrounding
environment. They start to learn color, shapes, quantity, noise and tastes. Thus, they can do
many activities by themselves like comparison, categorization and ordering.
Language development
Children’s ability to listen and understand other people’s talking will be improved. They start to
choose appropriate words for communication and their imagining skills will be improved. They
can understand other people’s question and answer them.
Socializing development
Children at this age are aware of what’s right or wrong, what’s good or bad. They like
to play with other children and like to have some responsibilities. They like to teach
younger children. They like to share and explain their drawings and creations with other
and receive praise. Also, they like to control the games.
Learning skill development
Children at this age like to share and compare their drawings and new songs and poems
to other people and be praised. Their imagination skills will be improved. They will learn
to ask for permission before doing certain things.
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